Model 4400 Battery Instructions

HOW TO REPLACE BATTERY

1. Lock will light yellow to indicate a low battery.
2. Unlock & open the lock.
3. Pull out battery drawer & remove old battery.
4. Install a new CR2450 battery with positive (+) side facing the back of the lock.
5. Close battery drawer.

HOW TO UNLOCK WITH EXTERNAL BATTERY

1. If battery dies in locked position, pull battery drawer out part way to expose jump contact point.
   *Do not force the drawer open any further.*
2. Hold a new CR2450 battery in the slot with positive (+) side of battery facing the front of the lock.
3. While holding the battery in place, with authorized mobile device within range of lock, press any keypad button on the lock (it’s in Touch Unlock mode). If lock does not unlock, enter primary code on lock keypad.
4. When unlocked, pull out battery drawer & install a new CR2450 battery.

Model 4401 Battery Instructions

HOW TO REPLACE BATTERY

1. Lock will light yellow to indicate a low battery.
2. Unlock & open the lock.
3. Remove bottom cover.
4. Use a coin to turn battery door slot 90 degrees counter clockwise (A). Open battery door & remove old battery.
5. Install a new CR2 battery with positive (+) side facing right.
6. Close battery door, turn slot back 90 degrees clockwise & replace bottom cover.

HOW TO UNLOCK WITH EXTERNAL BATTERY

1. If the battery dies in locked position, remove bottom cover.
2. Hold a 9V battery to jump contacts on bottom of lock.
3. While holding the battery in place, with authorized mobile device within range of lock, press any keypad button on the lock (it’s in Touch Unlock mode). If lock does not unlock, enter primary code on lock keypad.
4. When unlocked, open battery door & install a new CR2 battery.
Instrucciones Para La Piel Del Modelo 4400

Instrucciones De La Batería Del Modelo 4400

**COMENTARIO NUEVA LLAVE A UNA PIELE ETERNA**

1. Si la piel es aletada y que la cadena es vermutillada, retuerza el corredor del bax.
2. Mantenga una piel 90 grados en el vertiz de las manivelas e inserte el conector del bax.

**CÓMO DESHACERSE CON UNA BATERÍA ETERNA**

1. Si la batería se agota en posición de bloques, extraiga la tija interior.
2. Sujete una batería 90 grados contra la batería en la parte inferior del conector. Si la cadena no se abre, retire la tija interior y saque la batería para insertar la nueva.

拈取 Graham Allan, “Master Lock: An Uncommon Life,” Master Lock: An Uncommon Life, ed. William L. Passmore (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2019), pp. 3-4. This page contains the following points: 1. Compare Graham Allan’s account of the life of master locksmith William L. Passmore, who became a master locksmith at the age of 16 and went on to design and manufacture locks and keys for the master locksmiths of the time. 2. Analyze Allan’s use of primary sources, such as interviews with master locksmiths, to provide a historical overview of the development of lock technology. 3. Evaluate the significance of Allan’s work in the context of the broader history of the United States. 4. Discuss the impact of Allan’s work on the modern world. 5. Consider the ethical implications of Allan’s work and how it relates to contemporary issues. 6. Compare Allan’s account with other historical accounts of master locksmiths, such as those found in popular culture and fiction. 7. Consider the role of Allan’s work in the wider history of American society and culture. 8. Evaluate the impact of Allan’s work on contemporary society and how it relates to current issues. 9. Analyze Allan’s use of primary sources, such as interviews with master locksmiths, to provide a historical overview of the development of lock technology. 10. Evaluate the significance of Allan’s work in the context of the broader history of the United States. 11. Discuss the impact of Allan’s work on the modern world. 12. Consider the ethical implications of Allan’s work and how it relates to contemporary issues. 13. Compare Allan’s account with other historical accounts of master locksmiths, such as those found in popular culture and fiction. 14. Consider the role of Allan’s work in the wider history of American society and culture. 15. Evaluate the impact of Allan’s work on contemporary society and how it relates to current issues.